Recent Crime Summary

April 15, 2022

**Note: additional incidents may have occurred, and the reports have not yet been received**

**Notable arrests for crime trends will be provided via a press release**
Thefts From Vehicles Summary:
04/03/22 to 04/09/22

*MCP urges all residents to take a role in preventing this type of crime by removing valuables from vehicles and locking all doors.*

1st District

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

2nd District

**D1 Beat:**

- A *theft from vehicle* occurred in the 5400 block of Wisconsin Avenue between approximately 11:15 a.m. and 12:45 p.m. on 04/06. Force; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

**D2 Beat:**

- A *theft from vehicle* occurred in the 100 block of Commerce Lane between approximately 9:00 p.m. on 03/30 and 9:00 a.m. on 04/03. No force; money and property were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

**D4 Beat:**

- Multiple *thefts from vehicles* occurred between 04/01 and 04/06. Affected streets included Strathmore Hall Street, Montrose Avenue and Keswick Street. No force; money and property were taken.

  Description of suspect seen at the Keswick Street theft:

  **Victim/Witness described suspect as: W/M, age unknown**

**E1 Beat:**

- Three *thefts from vehicles* occurred between 04/05 and 04/07. Affected streets included the 4500 and 4600 blocks of N. Park Avenue and the 6900 block of Wilson Lane. Force was reported in two events; money, property and a vehicle part were taken.

  Description of suspects seen at one of the N. Park Avenue theft:

  **Victim/Witness described suspects as: 3 B/Ms, ages unknown**
3rd District

G1 Beat:

- A **theft from vehicle** occurred in the 8100 block of Fenton Street between approximately 12:00 a.m. on 03/31 and 3:00 a.m. on 04/01. No force; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

G2 Beat:

- A **theft from vehicle** occurred in the 9000 block of Manchester Road between approximately 11:00 p.m. on 04/07 and 11:00 a.m. on 04/08. Force; a vehicle part was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

H1 Beat:

- Three **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 03/29 and 04/05. Affected streets included the 8900 and 9300 blocks of Piney Branch Road and the 700 block of Forston Street. Force; property and vehicle parts were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

I1 Beat:

- Two **thefts from vehicles** occurred in the 11400 and 11600 blocks of Stewart Lane between approximately 5:00 p.m. on 04/05 and 8:00 a.m. on 04/06. Force; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

I2 Beat:

- Multiple **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 04/01 and 04/06. Affected streets included Childress Terrace, Blackburn Lane, Scarlet Sage Court and Sandy Spring Road. Force; property and vehicle parts were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

4th District

J1 Beat:

- Four **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 04/03 and 04/09. Affected streets included Briggs Chaney Road, Good Hope Road and Queensguard Road. Force was reported in two events; money and property were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available
J2 Beat:

- A **theft from vehicle** occurred in the 4400 block of Muncaster Mill Road between approximately 3:00 p.m. on 04/01 and 2:00 p.m. on 04/04. Force; vehicle parts were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

K2 Beat:

- Two **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 04/04 and 04/06. One theft occurred in the 4800 block of Listra Road and one theft occurred in the 14000 block of Georgia Avenue. No force; property was taken.

  Description of suspects seen at the Listra Road theft:

  **Victim/Witness described suspects as: 2 H/Ms, ages unknown**

L2 Beat:

- Two **thefts from vehicles** occurred between approximately 11:00 p.m. on 04/03 and 12:46 p.m. on 04/04. One theft occurred in the 11100 block of Georgia Avenue and one theft occurred in the 11000 block of Veirs Mill Road. Force; money, property and a vehicle part were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

5th District

M1 Beat:

- Two **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 04/01 and 04/03. One theft occurred in the 20000 block of Appledowre Circle and one theft occurred in the 11800 block of Oxbridge Drive. Force was reported in one event; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

N1 Beat:

- Multiple **thefts from vehicles** occurred between 04/01 and 04/07. Affected streets included Middlebrook Road, Crystal Rock Drive, Bargene Way, Larentia Drive and Dover Cliffs Circle. Force was reported in one event; money, property and a vehicle part were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available
6th District

**P3 Beat:**

- A theft from vehicle occurred in the 17700 block of Towne Crest Drive between approximately 7:00 p.m. on 04/01 and 6:00 a.m. on 04/04. Force; vehicle parts were taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

**R3 Beat:**

- A theft from vehicle occurred in the 19300 block of Woodfield Road in the early morning hours of 04/09. Force; a vehicle part was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available
Thefts from unlocked vehicles are easily prevented and continue to be a high-volume crime in Montgomery County. MCP urges residents to remove valuables, take vehicle keys, and lock vehicle doors.

Need an emergency police response? Dial 9-1-1.
Need a non-emergency police response? Dial (301) 279-8000.

Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.
A1 Beat:

- A residential burglary occurred in the 12000 block of Chase Crossing Circle in the early morning hours of 04/03. No signs of forced entry; nothing was taken.

  Victim/Witness described suspect as: W/M, age 30s to 40s

- An armed carjacking occurred in the 260 block of Congressional Lane at approximately 9:46 p.m. on 04/06. The suspect was arrested.

  For more information, please visit: https://www2.montgomerycountymd.gov/mcgportalapps/Press_Detail_Pol.aspx?Item_ID=40384

A2 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

A3 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

A4 Beat:

- A residential burglary occurred in the 16200 block of Bushwick Place between approximately 3:00 p.m. on 04/01 and 10:00 a.m. on 04/04. No signs of forced entry; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

B1 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

B2 Beat:

- An attempted residential burglary occurred in the 11600 block of Piney Spring Lane between approximately 4:00 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. on 04/09.

  Victim/Witness described suspect as: W/M, age 20-30

B3 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.
04/03/22 to 04/09/22

Don’t make it easy for car thieves. Take your keys and valuables with you and remember to lock your doors when leaving your vehicle unattended.

Need an emergency police response? Dial 9-1-1.
Need a non-emergency police response? Dial (301) 279-8000.

Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.
**D1 Beat:**
- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

**D2 Beat:**
- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

**D3 Beat:**
- A **vehicle theft** occurred in the 3300 block of University Boulevard West between approximately 7:00 p.m. on 04/07 and 8:45 a.m. on 04/08. Unknown entry.
  
  No suspect(s) information available

**D4 Beat:**
- A **commercial burglary** occurred at Vandad Vape located in the 11400 block of Woodglen Drive at approximately 5:24 a.m. on 04/05. Forced entry; merchandise was taken.
  
  Victim/Witness described suspects as: W/M, age unknown
  B/M, age unknown
  
  - **Vehicle thefts** occurred in the following areas:
    - In the 10700 block of Kenilworth Avenue between approximately 5:00 p.m. on 04/05 and 6:30 a.m. on 04/06. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/06.
      
      No suspect(s) information available
    - In the 11900 block of Parklawn Place between approximately 10:00 p.m. on 04/06 and 11:30 a.m. on 04/07. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/07.
      
      No suspect(s) information available

**E1 Beat:**
- A **strong-arm robbery** and **attempted strong-arm robbery** occurred in the 4600 block of N. Park Avenue at approximately 11:50 a.m. on 04/04. One suspect assaulted one of the adult female victims and took her money and property. One suspect attempted to take property from a second adult female victim.
  
  Victim/Witness described suspects as: 2 B/Ms, ages unknown

**E2 Beat:**
- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.
**E3 Beat:**

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

**E4 Beat:**

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.
Residents can prevent and/or reduce the likelihood of becoming a victim of vehicle-related crimes by removing keys and valuables and locking vehicle doors.

Need an emergency police response? Dial 9-1-1.
Need a non-emergency police response? Dial (301) 279-8000.

Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.
G1 Beat:

- A **vehicle theft** occurred in the 900 block of Wayne Avenue between approximately 9:30 p.m. on 04/02 and 6:00 p.m. on 04/03. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/04.

  No suspect(s) information available

- A **residential burglary** and **vehicle theft** occurred at the same residence in the 1100 block of Fidler Lane between approximately 6:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. on 04/09. No signs of forced entry; property and a vehicle key were taken and used to steal the vehicle.

  No suspect(s) information available

G2 Beat:

- A **vehicle theft** occurred in the 9500 block of Georgia Avenue between approximately 7:00 p.m. on 04/05 and 1:00 p.m. on 04/07. Unknown entry.

  No suspect(s) information available

H1 Beat:

- An **aggravated assault** occurred in the 700 block of University Boulevard East at approximately 11:54 a.m. on 04/05. The suspect assaulted the adult male victim and displayed a weapon. The suspect was arrested.

  Arrested: Fernando Jimenez, age 59; of Silver Spring

- An **armed robbery** of a taxi driver occurred in the 8400 block of 10th Avenue in the early morning hours of 04/09. One suspect displayed a weapon. The suspect took money and property from the adult male driver.

  Victim/Witness described suspects as: 2 males, no further descriptions
  Female, no further description

H2 Beat:

- **Vehicle thefts** occurred in the following areas:
  
  - In the 10200 block of New Hampshire Avenue at approximately 11:16 p.m. on 04/04. No force; the vehicle was reported to have been left unlocked and running.

    No suspect(s) information available

  - In the 10600 block of Pinedale Drive between approximately 8:00 p.m. on 04/07 and 6:00 a.m. on 04/08. Unknown entry; a spare key was reported to have been left inside. The vehicle was recovered on 04/08.

    No suspect(s) information available

www.mymcpnews.com
I1 Beat:

- An armed robbery occurred in the 11200 block of Lockwood Drive at approximately 10:31 p.m. on 04/03. The suspect displayed a weapon, assaulted the adult male victim and took his property.

  Victim/Witness described suspect as: B/M, age unknown

- An attempted commercial burglary occurred at Home Depot located in the 2300 block of Broadbirch Drive in the early morning hours of 04/04.

  Victim/Witness described suspect as: B/M, mid 50s

I2 Beat:

- A residential burglary occurred in the 16100 block of Columbia Pike between approximately 10:00 a.m. and 1:30 a.m. on 04/09. Forced entry; property was taken.

  Victim/Witness described suspects as: 2 Middle Eastern females, ages unknown
Thefts from unlocked vehicles are easily prevented and continue to be a high-volume crime in Montgomery County. MCP urges residents to remove valuables, take vehicle keys, and lock vehicle doors.

Need an emergency police response? Dial 9-1-1.
Need a non-emergency police response? Dial (301) 279-8000.

www.mymcpnews.com
Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.

**J1 Beat:**
- A residential garage burglary occurred in the 14800 block of Fireside Drive in the early morning hours of 03/31. No signs of forced entry, the garage was reported to have been left unlocked; property was taken.
  
  No suspect(s) information available

- Two residential shed burglaries occurred at the same residence in the 1700 block of Briggs Chaney Road between approximately 8:30 a.m. on 04/02 and 4:00 p.m. on 04/03. Forced entry; property was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

**J2 Beat:**
- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

**K1 Beat:**
- A vandalism was discovered in the 12500 block of Layhill Road at approximately 2:59 p.m. on 04/04.

  No suspect(s) information available

- A vehicle theft occurred in the 14200 block of Pear Tree Lane at approximately 5:55 p.m. on 04/05. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/06.

  No suspect(s) information available

**K2 Beat:**
- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

**L1 Beat:**
- A vehicle theft occurred in the 2400 block of Blueridge Avenue between approximately 9:00 a.m. on 03/31 and 6:45 p.m. on 04/04. Unknown entry.

  No suspect(s) information available

- An attempted residential burglary occurred in the 1100 block of University Boulevard West at approximately 3:25 p.m. on 04/05. The suspect was arrested.

  Arrested: Juvenile male, age 16; of Silver Spring
• An **aggravated assault** occurred in the area of Georgia Avenue and Shorefield Road at approximately 7:00 p.m. on 04/08. The suspect displayed a weapon. The suspect was arrested.

  **Arrested: Nathaniel Chappelle, age 22; of Silver Spring**

**L2 Beat:**

• No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.
Don’t make it easy for car thieves. Take your keys and valuables with you and remember to lock your doors when leaving your vehicle unattended.


Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.
M1 Beat:

- A vehicle theft occurred in the 20100 block of Locustdale Drive between approximately 8:00 p.m. on 04/04 and 10:00 p.m. on 04/05. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/09.

  No suspect(s) information available

- A theft occurred at Ulta Beauty located in the 20900 block of Frederick Road at approximately 7:50 p.m. on 04/08. The suspect took merchandise.

  Victim/Witness described suspect as: B/F, age unknown

M2 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

M3 Beat:

- An attempted residential burglary occurred in the 25100 block of Frederick Road between approximately 5:15 p.m. and 6:43 p.m. on 04/03. Forced entry; nothing was taken.

  No suspect(s) information available

- A weapons offense occurred in the 22400 block of Brick Haven Way at approximately 10:18 a.m. on 04/06. The suspect was arrested.

  For more information, please visit: https://www2.montgomerycountymd.gov/mcgportalapps/Press_Detail_Pol.aspx?Item_ID=40359

N1 Beat:

- A vehicle theft occurred in the area of Wisteria Drive and Coral Grove Place between approximately 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. on 04/05. Unknown entry.

  No suspect(s) information available

- An armed carjacking occurred in the 19500 block of Crystal Rock Drive at approximately 7:53 p.m. on 04/08. One suspect displayed a weapon. The suspects assaulted the juvenile male victim and took the vehicle.

  Victim/Witness described suspects as: 3 B/Ms, ages unknown
  B/F, age unknown
**N2 Beat:**

- The following crimes were committed by the same suspect. The suspect was arrested:
  
  - An **aggravated assault** of a rideshare driver occurred in the area of Clopper Road and Allspice Drive at approximately 6:06 a.m. on 04/06. The suspect assaulted the adult female driver.
  
  - A **residential burglary** and **residential garage burglary** occurred at the same residence in the 12500 block of Clopper Road at approximately 6:28 a.m. on 04/06. No signs of forced entry, a door was reported to have been left unlocked; nothing was taken.

  **Arrested:** Santos Mendez, age 33; of Hyattsville

**N3 Beat:**

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.
Residents can prevent and/or reduce the likelihood of becoming a victim of vehicle-related crimes by removing keys and valuables and locking vehicle doors.

Need an emergency police response? Dial 9-1-1.
Need a non-emergency police response? Dial (301) 279-8000.

Note: Thefts from vehicles listed in separate summary.
P1 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

P2 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

P3 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

R1 Beat:

- **Vehicle thefts** occurred in the following areas:
  - In the 18200 block of Lost Knife Circle between approximately 10:00 p.m. on 04/04 and 12:00 p.m. on 04/08. Unknown entry. The vehicle was recovered on 04/10. **No suspect(s) information available**
  - In the 18600 block of Walkers Choice Road between approximately 7:15 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on 04/06. Unknown entry; a key was reported to have been left inside the vehicle. The vehicle was recovered on 04/08. **No suspect(s) information available**

R2 Beat:

- **Vehicle thefts** occurred in the following areas:
  - In the 10100 block of Ridgeline Drive at approximately 10:15 p.m. on 04/06. No force; the vehicle was reported to have been left unlocked and running. The vehicle was recovered on 04/09. **No suspect(s) information available**
  - In the 9600 block of Duffer Way between approximately 5:00 p.m. on 04/07 and 4:30 a.m. on 04/08. Unknown entry. **No suspect(s) information available**

- A **strong-arm robbery** occurred in the area of Strath Haven Drive and Penhurst Court at approximately 12:16 p.m. on 04/08. The suspects assaulted the adult male victim and took his property.

  **Victim/Witness described suspects as:** B/M, age 19
  2 B/Ms, ages unknown
R3 Beat:

- No significant incidents occurred during this reporting period.

###